FY 2021 Pre-ID Data Collection
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQS)

1. **Q:** In what order are the Pre-ID labels printed?
   **A:** If the teacher’s name is provided, the labels are sorted by: District, School, Grade (or Course, if EOC), Teacher Name, Student Last Name. If no teacher name is provided, the labels are sorted by: District, School, Grade (or Course, if EOC), Student Last Name.

2. **Q:** If there is a label and data is also bubbled on the test document, which one takes priority?
   **A:** The label will override any bubbled demographic data.

3. **Q:** If a student with disabilities exited from the Special Education program during the current school year, should we report them with a Primary Area (SRC code)?
   **A:** Yes. If the student was enrolled in Special Education at any time during the current school year, then report the SRC code.

4. **Q:** Are labels generated for students in the GNETS facility or the Alternative Education facility? (GNETS formerly referred to as psycho educational)
   **A:** Yes. These students should be reported from their home school for the PRE-ID data Collection. The labels will be shipped to the home school.

5. **Q:** Can a student select Hispanic as the ethnicity and leave the race categories blank?
   **A:** No. At least one race must be selected. The student must answer both questions pertaining to ethnicity and race.

6. **Q:** How does the school determine whether or not a course should be reported for EOC labels?
   **A:** The list of courses that require an EOC is in the appendix of the Pre-ID Data Element Detail. Only the courses in this list will be accepted for EOC labels. In addition, the list of course content areas are found at [http://www.gadoe.org/Curriculum-Instruction-and-Assessment/Assessment/Pages/Georgia-Milestones-Assessment-System.aspx](http://www.gadoe.org/Curriculum-Instruction-and-Assessment/Assessment/Pages/Georgia-Milestones-Assessment-System.aspx)
7. **Q:** Why is the online indicator included in the Pre-ID data collection?
   **A:** The ONLINE INDICATOR (Y/N) tells whether or not the test will be taken via online or paper/pencil test administration. By including online testers in the Pre-ID data collection, the Assessment Division ensures that all data for all students go through the same edit process and thereby limits the number of errors on score reports. The Y/N is only valid for EOC and EOG assessments.

8. **Q:** Will schools receive labels for students that have the ONLINE INDICATOR flagged as ‘Y’?
   **A:** No, labels are not generated for students taking the assessment online.

9. **Q:** What is EOG EOC MATH, EOG EOC SCIENCE and EOG EOC ELA?
   **A:** Indicates that a student in GRADE LEVEL 6 – 8, is not taking the grade appropriate EOG mathematics, science or Language Arts assessment because the student is in a higher level mathematics, science or Language Arts course that has an EOC assessment.